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The reaction 7l-++p ~Z++E+ has been studied in the momentum range 1037 through 1065 MeV/c with
speci6c regard to the determination of s- and p-wave amplitudes, If we represent these amplitudes near
threshold by Sg=a0k&, Pg+2E~=b0k&e'x~, and Pg —Pg=c0k&e'«, the following results have been obtained
from an analysis based on 274 events: ao'=(3.31+0.87)&&10 ' mb/sr-MeV/c, b /sac 0 0=07.5+0 002.6,
ce/a4= —0.0062+0.0023, xs=52.1+8.0 deg, x, =80,8+27.2 deg. An alternative set of solutions exists for
xq= —52.1 deg and x,=99,2 deg.

I. INTRODUCTION Fig. 1 of reference 8, a quadrupole lens and a mass
spectrometer were used to produce a separated x+
beam. The momentum resolution of the beam was

( 4.s+") MeV/c, the same as that given for sr in Fig.
3 of reference 8. The incident ~+ beam was of such
momentum that by energy degrading in the liquid
hydrogen, the threshold for Z+E+ was placed in the
vicinity of the downstream end of the bubble chamber.
A determination of the threshoM would then allow a
very accurate measure of the incident beam momentum.

In order to estimate the proton contamination in the
beam, a sample of two-prong interactions was analyzed
for elastic pion-proton and proton-proton scatterings.
The cross sections for these reactions were taken to be
10.3&0.9 and 25.0&1.0 mb, respectively, at 1040
MeV/c. ' " Proton contamination was measured to be
4.9+2.0%.

Positron and muon contamination was measured
from bremsstrahlung and 6-ray production in the
chamber. The principle of this determination was the
following. The energies of the 8 rays and the secondary
track in bremsstrahlung events were measured on the
scanning table by means of curvature templates, the
6 rays being counted in two momentum intervals: from
53 through 90 MeV/c, and from 90 through 1060
MeV/c. Since the upper limits of the h-ray spectrum
are 53 MeV/c when produced by 1060-MeV/c pions,
and 90 MeV/c in the case of 1060-MeV/c muons, the
6 rays selected in the first interval were produced by
either positrons or muons. The corresponding absolute
cross sections estimated by integration over this
momentum interval are equal to 1.85 and 0.48 mb
respectively. "The 6 rays selected in the second energy
interval were unambiguously produced by positrons.
The integrated cross section is 1.99 mb."The brems-
strahlung events were selected for secondary track
momentum less than 500 MeV/c, to avoid possible
confusion with incident pions decaying in the chamber

'HE reaction sr++p —+X++K+ has been studied
near the threshold (1020 MeV/c) in the 72-in.

liquid hydrogen bubble chamber. Energy loss in the
incident beam by ionization in the hydrogen has per-
mitted an analysis of the reaction in the momentum
interval 1037 through 1065 MeV/c. Several other
workers have analyzed this reaction at higher mornenta
in bubble chambers' '; one experiment has been done
in this low-energy range. 5 However, since only five
events were reported, a detailed analysis of Z+E+
threshold properties was impossible. In this paper, 274
events have been analyzed with specific regard to a
partial-wave determination of the reaction near
threshold. From the distribution of events as a function
of incident pion momentum, c.m. production angle,
Z+-decay angle with respect to the normal to production
plane, and total cross section, the s and p-w-ave pro-
duction amplitudes have been determined from the
data. Based on an extrapolation of these results to 1090
MeV/c, an attempt to check the charge-independence
hypothesis has been made with currently available data
of Z and Z' production by sr, P interaction. ' r

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The experimental beam setup has been described
previously. In addition to the beam optics shown in

*This work was done under the auspices of the U. S. Atomic
Energy Commission.
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into muons (the lower limit of the muon spectrum in
the laboratory system is about 610 MeV/c; in addition,
scanning efficiency is optimum for these events). The
absolute cross section estimated by integration from
zero momentum up to 500 MeV/c is equal to 8.70 mb
for incident positrons of 1060 MeV/c slowed down in
the field of hydrogen nuclei. "Positron contamination
was measured to be (1.3&0.4)%, and the muon con-
tamination to be (0.5&0.5)%. The combined proton,
positron, and muon contamination was (6.7&2.5)%.

A total of 105 000 pictures was scanned for Z+E+
events, and approximately 20% of these were rescanned.
Events were measured on the Franckenstein measuring
machines at the Lawrence Radiation Laboratory
(Berkeley). During this experiment the magnetic fleld

in the chamber was 15.7 kG. Events were reconstructed
and analyzed kinematically by means of the programs
PANG and KICK," the latter program providing
fitted angles and momenta that were introduced to
subsequent detailed analysis programs.

and

do/dg= A p+A i cos0+A s cos'0,

P(do/dQ) =sin0(As+24 cos0).

(1-A)

(1-B)

Assume that the Z+ is created at an angle 0 in the
production c.m. system, and decays into a pion making
an angle P with respect to the normal

III. PARTIAL-WAVE ANALYSIS OF X+K+
NEAR THRESHOLD

Preliminary analysis" of events indicated large
asymmetries in the c.m. production angular distri-
bution and the up-down decay distribution of the Z+
in the mode Z+ —+ p+orp. This information implied the
presence of at least p wave in the production mech-
anism. The experimental data showed no evidence
for a signi6cant amount of d wave.

Assuming only s and p waves at the production of
Z+E+, the angular distribution do/dQ and polarization
I' can be written

where use has been made of the fact that the Z+ parity-
nonconserving decay distribution of the pion is of the
form (1+nP cosg). The n is the asymmetry parameter
for the Z+ decay (n+ for rtx.+, and n' for Poro). Near
threshold, the coeflicients of Eq. (2), a,ccording to Lee
et ul. '~ would be

and

2 p= apsk+cpsk',

3 y
= 2Qpbpk cosX~»

3s
——(bps —cps) k',

3g-———2apcpk' sinX„

24= 2bpcpk' sin(x& —x,),

(3)

where k is the Z+ momentum in the production c.m.
and the parameters Gp, 5p, cp, gg, g are related to the
S~/~, I'~/2, and I'~/~ production amplitudes by

Near threshold, k is related to the incident pion
momentum p, by

g]/2 —gpss z)

&rts+2I'ptp= bpkle'",

I j/2=cpk'8' '.

The s- and p-wave amplitudes have been determined

by the maximum-likelihood method, assuming that the
energy dependence of Eq. (3) is still valid in the energy
range investigated. The probability function may be
written as

f=Xpk+Xik'+Xpk' cos0+Xsk' cos'0

+X4 cosit sinN'+Xp cosQ sin0 cosN', (5)
where

Xp —cp2

Xi——cp',

Xg= 20plp cos~g,

X3——bp' —cp',

g 4= —2Acpcp sin+&,

X,= —2nbpcp sin(X, —Xp).

to the production plane in the Z+ rest frame. Then the
probability function for the observation of an event is where

k(MeV/c) = r(p —1020 MeU/c) i= r(h p) &, (6)

f=FI p+Ar cos0+As cos 0

+n cosP sin0(As+24 cos0), (2)

0.991nt„- . (rttrc' —ntz')'

(rrtlr+ntz)'
=19.63(MeV/c)&. (7)
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Alvarez Group Memos No. 111 and 115, Lawrence Radiation
Laboratory, Berkeley (unpublished); J. P. Berge, F. T. Solmitz,
and H. Taft, Rev. Sci. Instr. 32, 538 (1961)."F.Grard and G. A. Smith, Hull. Am. Phys. Soc., 7, 48 (1962).

The probability function, Eq. (5), may now be
written in terms of the laboratory-system momentum p,

f= Yp(hp)&+ Yi(hp)*+ Ye cos0(hp)+ Ye cos'0(hp)&

+Y4 cos$ sin0(hp)+ Yp cosp sin0 cos0(hp)1, (8)

"T. D. Lee, J. Steinberger, G. Feinberg, P. K. Kabir, and
C. N. Yang, Phys. Rev. 106, 1367 (1957).
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where

and

Fp ——aper,

I' =Co2r8,

I 2 2ep&pr' cosX~,

Fp
——(bp' —cp') r',

I'4= —2o.apcpr sinx„

Y'p= —2nbpcpr' sin(x, —xp).

(cm). The curvature of the tracks over the whole length
of the chamber introduces no significant deviation from
this formula ((0.5%%u~). For a given y coordinate there
is a corresponding most likely value of the incident
momentum p, around which the real value p= p+e
fluctuates, according to the resolution curve f(e) of
Fig. 3 in reference 8. Therefore, the probability function
has been folded in with the momentum resolution curve
(normalized to unity). The quantities (2 p)" in Eq. (8)
have been replaced by

For each event the values of cosa and cosg, and the y
coordinate of the production vertex in the chamber are
known. The y axis is directed along the 22-in. dimension
of the chamber, with the center of the chamber at
y=0 cm. Ap is related to Ay=yth —y, where y&z is the
coordinate of the threshold, by Ap(MeV/c) =0.2435y

de f( e)[0 243(y.,g y)+—ej" (9).
0.248(y—y th)

To construct the likelihood function the probability
density,

f exl L
—(y —y- -)/~j

gmax
(10)

d (cosp) d (cos9)
min

f exp[ —(y-y-*-)/~jdy

is required. The exponential factor takes into account
the beam attenuation by all strong interactions with a
total mean free path X (1 16X10' cm). ' The integrations
extend over the whole range of physical quantities in
which the experimental results are given. Provision has
been made for cutting the production angular distr'-
bution in the forward and backward directions. In
order to find the best values of the parameters ap,

c0, Xg, X„ the likelihood function

has been maximized. For this purpose, a program has
been written for the 709 IBM computer. From the
distribution of the events as a function of position y
in the chamber, Z+ production angle 0, and decay angle

@, the best values of the quantities bp/ap, cp/ap, and
X&, X, were determined first. A preliminary analysis of
the data indicated that all c.m. production angles
could be accepted without any correction for experi-
mental bias. Consequently, a and b have been set equal
to —1 and +1, respectively, in Eq. (10).The parameter
0. has been assumed known. With the experimental
data currently available from Z-decay analysis taken
into account, ""and according to the discussion of
Gell-Mann and Rosenfeld, "0P has been taken equal
to +1 for events in which the Z+ decayed into P+vre,
and 0 for the e+z.+ decay mode. The likelihood function
has been maximized for different values of yth distrib-

"R.L. Cool, B. Cork, J. W. Cronin, and W. A. Wenzel, Phys.
Rev. 114, 912 (1959); B. Cork, L. Kerth, W. A. Wenzel, J. W.
Cronin, and R. L. Cool, ibad. 120, 1000 (1960).

'7 E. F. Beall, Bruce Cork, D. Keefe, P. G. Murphy, and W. A.
Wenzel, Phys. Rev. Letters 7, 285 (1961).

"M. Gell-Mann an.d A. H. Rosenfeld, Ann. Rcv. Nuclear Sci.
7, 407 (1957).

/max

m1n

o. exp[ —(y —y,„;„)/Kjdy

/max /min
(13)

with Ap (MeV/c) replaced by 0.243Xhy (cm), allows
the determination of the absolute amplitudes.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In order to anaiyze experimental biases, the 5+ mean
lifetime and decay branching ratio were determined.

A. X+ Mean Lifetime

The mean lifetime of the Z+, T~+, was obtained by
the maximum-likelihood method. The likelihood func-
tion, maximized for various values of t;„, reduces to

uted in an interval where the threshold was thought to
be. The absolute values of the amplitudes have then
been computed from the mean cross section defined
here by

o (mb) =S/Eel,

where X=number of events produced by z.+p inter-
actions in the chosen 6ducial volume, limited by y;„
and y, , a=total number of x+ tracks entering the
chamber through the thin window, counted at y=y;,
l = track length per incident pion in the Mucial volume,
and E=number of target protons per cm' of liquid
hydrogen (0.35X10").

After substitution of Eqs. (3) and (6) into Eq. (1),
integration over coso and cosQ gives

g =4zap'r(Dp) i+4zr'[(2cp'+bp')/3 j (6p) '. (12)

Then the relation
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TABLE I. Z+ lifetimes for various values of t„„.
for (a) Z+ —+ p+z'0 and (b) Z+ ~ n+m'.

(b)

104
79
56

192
138
103

(10 "seel

0.50
0.75
1.00

0.25
0.50
0.75

Vz+ (10 "sec)

0 835 +0.088

P 8]0 0 090+0 106

0 846 +0.124

0 749 +0.056

p 749 +0,068

P 721 +0.076

the following expression when the potential time of
Qight for all events is large compared to ~g+:

z= fg exp[ —(1, 1;.)—/r-, jj/r-, ", (14)

where t, is the observed lifetime for the ith decay, E is
the total number of decays for which t,&t;„,and t;„
is some lower-limit cutoff below which one believes
that the Z+ is sufficiently short to cause a bias. The
decay modes Z+ —+ p+vr', and Z+ —+ n+n+ have been
analyzed separately. The results of the analysis are
given in Table I. In Z+ ~ p+ir' mode events in which
the proton came off at less than 5 deg with the 2+ in
the laboratory system, and events in which the Z+ —p
decay plane made an angle of less than 15 deg with the
optic axes of the bubble chamber cameras have been
excluded. The latter restriction removed events in
which the Z+ —p decay was nearly edge-on to the line
of sight of the cameras. A fiducial volume limited by—65 ~& y &~ +51 cm has been taken. The values obtained
for both modes are in agreement with several other
experiments. ' " " A strong bias was observed (a) for
i;„&0.50&&10 "sec, and (b) for t; &0.25X10 "sec.

- '1453.0

- f 454.0

FIG. 1.Logarithm
of the likelihood
function vs yth
for o,0=+1.00 and
cP= +0.80.

I 1 1 ( 1 1 1 i 1 (

80 100 I 20 140 160 180 200
y

" (crn}

"William E. Humphrey, Ph. D. thesis, I.awrence Radiation
I.aboratory Report UCRL-9752 (unpublished).' D. A. Glaser, M. L. Good, and D. R. O. Morrison, in Pro-
ceedings of the 1958 Annlal International Conference of High-
Energy Physics at CERiV (CERN Scientific Information Service,
Geneva, 1958), p. 270."D. A. Glaser, in Proceedings of the iVinth Annual International
Conference on High Energy Physics, Kiev, N-S9 (Academy of
Sciences, Moscow, 1960), p. 242.

B. X+ Decay Branching Ratio

The 104 Z+ ~ p+vr' decays in Table I for which

t,&0.50)&10 '" sec have been corrected for t, -.0.50
&(10 "sec, using the corresponding calculated lifetime
of 0.835)&10 " sec. The 5-deg decay cutoft and the
15-deg cutoff with the optic axes have been corrected,
assuming that the Z+ decays in equal numbers forward
and backward in its rest frame, and that in the labo-
ratory system it decays uniformly with respect to its
direction of motion. Based on the two scans, the
scanning effKiency for pm' within the fiducial volume,
and satisfying the above criteria, is (95+5)%. These
corrections give a total of 257&31 events. The 192
Z+ —+ n+7r+ decays need only be corrected for i;&0.25
&(10 "sec and a scanning efFiciency of (97&2)%.This
gives 275&21 events. Thus we have

Z+ ~ p+7r'/(Zt ~ p+7r')+ (Z+ —+ n+sr+)
= 0.48m 0.07. (15)

C. Average Cross Section

The average cross section for the energy interval
defined by —65« y&&51 cm is given in Table II, along
with other pertinent scanning information. The
numbers of events have been corrected according to
decay mode, in similar fashion to that done for the
branching ratio calculation of the preceding section.
All useful events were required to have their beam
tracks pass through the bubble chamber thin window
so that the resolution function mentioned previously
would be applicable. No bias against events in which
the Z+E+ plane was edge-one with the cameras was
observed.

D. s- and P-Wave Analysis

Preliminary analysis indicated that the threshold
would be at y=+130 cm if the incident n+ had con-
tinued in liquid hydrogen outside the chamber. This
information was obtained by extrapolating the fitted
beam-momentum distribution as a function of y at the
rate 0.243 MeV/c per cm to the known threshold of
1020 MeV/c and, in addition, by extrapolation of the
square of the average production angle of the E+ as a
function of y to the threshold by a curve of the form
(8')., =const)& (yea —y), as given by Wolf ei al. for the
reaction ~ +p ~ Z +E+ near threshold. ' These two
methods provided consistent starting values in the
search for the maximum-likelihood solution. A fiducial
volume defined by —65 cm&y&+51 cm was taken;
the beam was sufBciently collimated in the x and s
directions (two dimensions normal to the beam direc-
tion) so that no cutoff was required. The results of the
maximum-likelihood search are shown in Fig. 1. The
natural logarithm of the likelihood function is maximum
in the region yah=130 to 135 cm. The fit has also been
done with a'=+0.80. Figure 1 indicates that +1.00
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TABLE II. Scanning information and mean cross section for the energy defined between y;„=—65 cm and y, =+51 cm.

(a) Total number of pictures scanned
(b) Total track length scanned (uncorrected)
(c) Beam contamination
(d) Fraction of beam entering through bubble chamber thin window
(e) Total ~+ track length, corrected for (c) and (d) above
(f) Number of events with beam tracks entering bubble chamber through

thin window (uncorrected)

(g) Scanning efficiency

(h) Number of events with beam tracks entering through thin window, cor-
rected for (g), lifetime, small-angle proton decay, and loss due to decay
pIane's being edge-on with cameras

(i) Mean cross section (0-)

105526
(1741 78+29.63)X10' m
(6.7~2.5)%
0.96&0.01
(1563,42+26,60) X10' m

274

(
(97~2)%
(95~5)%

364&26
0.067~0.005 mb

is a better value of the asymmetry parameter. The
maximum-likelihood solutions to the s- and p-wave
parameters are given in Table III. Equation (3) shows
that an alternative set of solutions exists for xb replaced
by —xb, and X. by m

—X,. The resultant amplitudes do
not vary appreciably within their errors for this
difference in the asymmetry parameter, nor with
position of the threshold within the extreme values of
Fig. 1. Because of the asymmetry of the resolution
curve of the incident beam momentum, the mean value
of the threshold is displaced to yt), =122 cm for a most
probable value of yah=130 cm. Here yah=122~10 cm
has been taken as the best value of the threshold. The
error on yt& is based primarily on the fitted-beam-
momentum and E+ angle extrapolation to the thresh-
old. By use of the average cross section of Table II and
Eq. (13), the square of the absolute amplitude ass has
been computed. With the chosen values for y;„and
y, and yth= 122 cm, the expression

mb
as'l —

l
=u(mb)/

(sr —meV/cl

L1.30X10'+5 48(bs'/as'+. 2co'/a ') X10'] (16)

gives ae' ——(3.31~0.87)X10—' rnb/sr-NleV/c for the
values of the parameters as given in Table III, with
a'= +1.0, and ytI, = 130.0 cm.

With the information from Table III, the coefficients
of Eq. (1) may be evaluated. Figure 2 shows the c.m.
production angular distributions for Z+ given for the
intervals (a) —65 cm &~y &~ +51 cm, (b) —65 cm

to-
I I I I

l
I I I I

l
I I I I

l
I I I I

(o)

fd o.
(B) [dpi

~ ) +(0.68+ 0,)O) cos e+(0.13+0.(6)coss e]

o

0 I I I I l I I I i l I I I I I I I I I

to-

(B) ~ I+ (0,75+0.l&) cos 8&(O.QO+022) cos~ e

0 I I' I I l I I I l I I I I l I I

IO- (c)

(B)
~d

~ I + (0.60+ Ol&) cos 8+(Q04&QQ5) coss e

~&y&~ —7 cm and (c) —7 cm&~y&~+51 cm. Curves (A)
are calculated from Eq. (1-A) with the coefficients
(Eq. 3) evaluated for the mean value of /c corresponding
to each energy interval. Curves (8) are the result of an
independent maximum-likelihood fit to a second-order

TABLE III. Maximum-likelihood solutions to the s- and p-wave
amplitudes for various values of n, yth.

Parameters no =+1, @th =130 no =+1, ya, =170 no =+0.8, @th =130 2
bo/ao
co/ao
Xf (deg)
X. (deg)

0.0075 +0.0026—0.0062 ~0.0023
52.1 ~8.0
80.8 +27.2

0,0080—0.0068
53.3
77.1

Error matrix (no = +1, yth =130.0 cm)

0.0075—0.0067
50.9
85.5

'~

I

-I.O
I l I I I I I I I I I t I I I I

-0.5 0 0.5
Cos 8X+

I.O

bo/+o
co/co
x& («g)
&. (deg)

+6.97 )(10 o —5.05 )(10 o +1.13 )(10
+5.40 )(10 —5.37 )(10 3

+63.47

—2.54)&10 &

+2.49 X10 2

—43.78
+740.10

FIG. 2. Angular distributions for the different momentum
intervals. The points have been determined from the observed
number of events corrected for experimental biases and beam
attenuation. The quoted errors are stafjstjcaf,
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40

24

16
8
0

I I I
I

I I I I
I

I I I I
I

I I I I

Io)

r I I I I r

t20-

I I t t I I
I

~ I t I I t I I I I t I

12-
O 4~

0 t I I I I I I I I I I I I I l r I I

(c)

FIG. 3. Angular distri-
butions of the decay
pion with respect to the
normal to the produc-
tion plane for the Z+ ~
p+m' mode. The quoted
errors are statistical.

~ 60-E

b
40-O

20—

1 t I 1 I I 1 I

-50 0 . 60
y (crn)

100

10-

0 l I I I I l I I r I l

- IO -0.5 0 +0.5 +IQ

Cos $~o

polynomial in cose. Curves (A) and (8) are consistent
with each other in all cases. In order to compare the
results of the fit with the observed polarization, the
average polarization,

Pdo+dM(cos9) do/dQd(cos9)

40-
j ~ 1 I

1 I I I
I

1 I I I I l I I

A3
(17)

4 (Ap+As/3)

has been computed, and is (a) +0.69, (b) +0.70, and

(c) +0.66, for the three energy intervals given above.
The experimental up-down distributions of the decay
of the 2+ into P+trP are given in Fig. 3. The asymmetry
coeKcients for each of the energy intervals has been
determined by a maximum-likelihood fit to the form
(1+rrPP cosrtr); the results for nPP are (a) =+0.68
&0.14, (b) +0.76&0.18, and (c) +0.55+0.23. The
experimental up-down asymmetry of the Z+ into
ts+tr for —65 cm~&y~&+51 cm is given in Fig. 4.
The maximum-likelihood fit to (1+u+P cosP) gives
rr+P=+0.023&0.13. If we use P~)+0.68+0.14 for

FIG. 5. Production cross section as a function of position in the
chamber. The points have been determined from the observed
number of events corrected for experimental biases and beam
attenuation. The quoted errors are statistical. The solid curve has
been computed from Eq. (18).
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the corresponding energy interval from the ptrP mode,
then n+ ~&0.03%0.21, which is in close agreement with
the results of Cork e3 at."

I astly, the prediction of the maximum-likelihood
solution with regard to the energy-excitation function
has been considered. Upon use of the final solution of
Table III, Eq. (12) becomes

o'(mb) =0.00816(dp) '*+0.000139(kp)**. (18)

The distribution as a function of the production vertex

y of the cross section computed from corrected numbers
of events, and the path length corrected for beam
attenuation, is shown in Fig. 5. The curve represents
Eq. (18). Therefore the maximum-likelihood solutions
of Table III are completely consistent with the c.m.
production angular distribution, polarization, and the
energy-excitation function. A summary of experimental
results on 2+E+ total cross sections and 2+ polarizations
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FIG. 4. Angular distribution of the decay pion with respect to
the normal to the production plane for the Z+ ~ e+7f+ mode.
&he quoted errors are statistical, .
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rIG. 6. The total cross section of this experiment compared with
other experimental results. The solid curve has been determined
«om Kq. (18). The dashed curves represent one standard-devi-
ation error, where proper account has been taken of correlations
between errors. References to the data, cited from this article, are:
(o) present experiment; (o) Baltay, reference 5; (8) Berthelot,
reference 4„(+)Brown, reference 1; and (v) Erwin, reference 3.
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Eq. (3), is no longer valid at these energies. Never-
theless, in order to make a check of the charge-inde-
pendence hypothesis, ""the results of this analysis were
extrapolated to 1090 MeV/c, where data of Z and Z'
production. by sr P interactions exists. 'r Based on this
extrapolation, there is no evidence of a violation in
either the total or differential cross sections.
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is presented in Figs. 6 and 7, along with the prediction
of the maximum-likelihood solution to s and p-w-ave
amplitudes. Deviation of the curves from the data
beyond approximately 1150 MeV/c indicates that the
energy dependence of the coefficients, represented by

Fzc. 7. The up-down asymmetries for the Z+ —+ p+m' decay
mode compared with other experimental results. The solid curve
was determined from Qtted s and p amplitudes. The result of Cool
et al. has been determined by a counter experiment, looking at an
angle (c.m. ) of 87+15 deg. The corresponding value taken from
s and p amplitudes is 0.92. Symbols are as follows: (o) from
reference 23; (a) from reference 5; (0) this experiment; (ti)
from reference 16.
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Electron-Proton Coincidences in Inelastic Electron-Deuteron Scattering
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Electron-proton coincidences in inelastic electron-deuteron scattering were detected under the following
conditions: incident beam energy 500 MeV; electron scattered at 75' and 359 MeV; proton detected at
40' 23 (the q direction for the e-p elastic scattering). The coincidence cross-section with a D& target was
found to be (4.2+0.8)X10 "cm'/sr' MeV. The experimental result agreed, within the statistical errors,
with the value calculated from a theory of Durand. One may conclude that proton form factors in a bound
state and the free state do not differ significantly.

I. INTRODUCTION

HE structure of nucleons and the nucleon-nucleon
interaction are very important in modern physics.

Durand' showed that the angular distribution of out-
going nucleons in inelastic electron-deuteron scattering
can give much information on the nucleon form factors
and the interaction between the nucleons in the final
state of the neutron-proton system. To get such a
distribution it is necessary to detect the scattered
electron and the outgoing nucleon in coincidence. The

*This work was supported in part by the Of6ce of Naval
Research and the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission and by the
U. S. Air Force, through the Office of Scientific Research of the
Air Research and Development Command.

t Now at the Centre de Recherches Nuclcaires, Strasbourg,
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' L. Durand, III, Phys. Rev. 115, 1020 (1959).

presence of two magnetic spectrometers in the target
room of the Stanford Mark III linear accelerator made
possible such an experiment (or at least made it easier)
by allowing the analysis in a precise way, of the mo-
menta of two particles emitted simultaneously during
a scattering experiment.

This article explains what kind of problems are
encountered in the measurement of electron-proton
coincidences from electron-deuteron collisions. ' One of
the objects of this experiment was to detect the coinci-
dences; therefore, we chose the conditions such as to
produce the largest number of coincidences. This means
we placed the spectrometer for proton detection in the
q direction, where q is the three-momentum transfer

All details are in an internal report by M. Croissiaux, H.E.P.I, ,
Stanford, 1962 (unpublished).


